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“Tomato packers recess, Copiah County, 1936,” Photographs, p. 31, with the gracious permission of the
Eudora Welty Foundation
1 As well as any photo I know, Eudora Welty here embodies music in sight. She has caught a
moment of music as it ripples through these men. The music swirls around and through
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the casual  grace of  its  listeners’  lounging the way a clothesline of  billowing laundry
captures the shape of the wind.
2 There’s a magic tension in the composition. The relaxed throw of these bodies and the
loose flow of their clothes—the most unselfconscious arrangement possible—is set within
a frame that seems so perfectly balanced, through such a strongly imaginative eye, that
these men and boys seem as formally determined as the choreography of Busby Berkeley.
3 The photo is a charming testament to folk music. Welty shows a music that rises from
within its particular culture, music born of, and of a piece with its listeners—the guitarist
is literally encircled by his audience, as though he were the generative pistil in the heart
of a flower—with no separation between performer and audience. And yet, at the same
time, Welty’s sense of irony is always active. She was capturing the end of what Sean
Wilenz calls  the “old,  weird America” and its  pre-electric folk during the rise of  the
recording industry, national radio broadcasting, and mass-media entertainment. In the
pose of the guitar player, is there not the slightest mimic of the star? Is his expression
and attitude—in the exact center of this folk culture—also not the face of the pop-music
future?
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